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Historians may well cringe at the title of my chapter. Ever since Cambridge
historian Herbert Butterfield coined the phrase "Whiggish history" back in the
1930s,the guild has considered it professionally uncouth to study the past with
reference to the present, to approach the historical record with an agenda in
search of antecedents. One is on far safer ground studying the past on its own
terms, without reference to the present (Butterfield 1931; Mayr 1990; Jardine
2003; Besaude-Vincent 2014). Yet the Whiggish interpretation of history generally presumes that one side has prevailed, that winners have set about cherrypicking their favorite historical precursors, whereas more than a century of
inquiry into the complex relationship between evolution and ethics has failed
to produce any such consensus. On the contrary, the world's foremost experts
on the evolutionary origin of altruism endorse a variety of radically different
explanations, and the field of contemporary sociobiology is positively rife with
controversy [Abhot et al. 2011; Nowak et al. 2010; Okasha 2010).
Furthermore, this turmoil is nothing new. Biologists have dashed over the
purported evolutionary origins of ethical behavior for more than 150 years.
They have offered a variety of explanations, some of which have even enjoyed
broad support from time to time, but these explanations have just as often
inspired heated, even heartfelt, protests. In an effort to contextualize the current controversy, this chapter will review the past 150 years of sociobiological thought. It will focus on one particular institution, Harvard University,
where many of these battles have played out [Ruse 2011),but it will also place
the research conducted at Harvard within a larger national and international
context. Philosophers and sociologists feature in this story, but most of the
clamor has arisen from the biological sciences. Generations of biologists have
studied the evolutionary origins of cooperation, and their investigations have
spanned the entire tree of life. Despite this broad interest, however, no other
branch of biology has devoted more energy to the question of altruism than
the entomological sciences. This is not an accident. No other organisms on
Earth are more compulsively cooperative than the social insects. No other
organisms lay bare the naked tension between the individual and the group,
between the part and the whole (Ratniecks et al. 2011).
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Before our narrative shifts to Cambridge, Massachusetts, it is important
to acknowledge that scientists had already sought to explain the origin of
altruism for thousands of years prior to tbe nineteenth century. The dehate
reaches at least as far back as Plato and Aristotle, but it was not until Britisb
naturalist Charles Darwin puhlisbed On the Origin of Species that scientists
began to seriously study altruism in an evolutionary context. As historians
and biologists are both well aware, Darwin acknowledged that social insects
represented the most serious "special difficulty" for his proposed tbeory of
natural selection (Darwin 1859, 236-242). He was especially perplexed by
the so-called neuter insects, which sacrificed reproduction in service to the
colony. Since these animals did not reproduce, it was not dear how they
inherited their altruistic tendencies, or how they passed these traits on to
future generations. Despite these challenges, Darwin ultimately insisted that
natural selection could, in theory, target groups just as easily as individuals.'
Darwin may have acknowledged that cooperation could prove evolutionarily
advantageous, but his successors were more likely to emphasize competition.
When Darwin's celebrated bulldog Thomas Henry Huxley waxed philosophical about the relationship between evolution and ethics in the late nineteenth
century, for example, he portrayed life as a constant struggle, and he portrayed nature as an amoral arbiter (Huxley 1894; Ruse 2009b).
When it came to questions about social evolution, however, Darwin generally deferred to one of his other countrymen, pbilosopher Herbert Spencer
(Darwin 1872,428; Haines 1991; AJlhoff 2003), who wrote extensively on the
purported evolutionary origins of sociality (Osborn 1894; Hofstadter 1944).
He published one of his most influential essays, "The Social Organism," in
1860,just a few months after Darwin published the Origin of Species (Spencer
1860). In the essay, Spencer explained that human societies resemble biological organisms in three conspicuous ways: they generally advance from
a state of simplicity to a state of greater complexity, they generally become
more heterogeneous over time, and their respective constituent parts generally grow ever more interdependent over time. Spencer believed that these
similarities were more than incidental, insisting that societies and organisms

were both governed by the exact same natural laws. He believed that this
integrative tendency explained apparent acts of altruism in nature and that it
also provided the evolutionary process with a nested, hierarchical structure.
He also studied the advanced sociality in certain insect colonies, though he
felt that comparisons to human societies were necessarily limited. "Each of
them is in reality a large family," he wrote about insect colonies. "It is not
a union among like individuals substantially independent of one another in
parentage ... but it is a union among the offspring of one mother, carried on,
in some cases, for a single generation and in some cases for more." Spencer
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thus distinguished insect sociality, which was based on kinship, from human
sociality, which transcended kinship (Spencer 1881, 6-7).
As is well known, biologists at Harvard University reacted to Darwin's theory of evolution by natural selection in radically different ways. For example,
Harvard botanist Asa Gray, who had corresponded with Darwin prior to the
publication of the Origin and had orchestrated the book's publication in the
United States, became an outspoken supporter of evolution. He served as
Darwin's foremost champion in the United States, and his support culminated
with the publication of an aptly titled book, Darwiniana (Gray 1877; Browne
2010). In marked contrast, Harvard zoologist Louis Agassiz recoiled from the
theory of evolution, which he regarded as completely and dangerously false
(Dupree 1959; Wolfe 1975; Morris 1997). Subsequent generations have obviously sided with Gray, essentially casting anti-evolutionary dogmatism out of
the biological sciences (if not the general public) in less than a generation. It
should be noted, however, that accepting evolution did not, as a rule, mean
that one also accepted Spencer. Harvard's great psychologist William James
routinely castigated Spencer as unscientific and far removed from academic
debates, hut he could hardly silence the man (Crippen 2010; McGranahan
2011). As a result, Spencer remained the most widely read philosopher in the
United States throughout the second half of the nineteenth century, and his
voluminous writings helped convert innumerable Americans to an evolutionary worldview (Francis 2014; Francis and Taylor 2015).
For an entire generation of biologists who came of age in the late nineteenthcentury United States, Spencer was at least as influential as Darwin. This was
certainly true of Harvard's first great entomologist William Morton Wheeler,
who cited both Darwin and Spencer with great frequency. Wheeler was already
the world's foremost authority on ants when he arrived at Harvard to serve
as Professor of Economic Entomology at the Bussey Institute in 1907 (Parker
1938). Soon after his arrival, Wheeler began promoting a new theory of insect
sociality. He first dared suggest that ant colonies were true organisms when
he published Ants in 1910, and he later expanded on the idea during a now
famous lecture at the Marine Biological Laboratory in Woods Hole (Wheeler
1910, 1911). Much as Spencer had once insisted that human societies were true
organisms, Wheeler offered several reasons for believing that ant societies
were also true organisms. He observed, for example, that foraging workers
served the colony's nutritive demands. He also noted that ant colonies were
reproductively differentiated, just like traditional metazoans. In this case, the
queen ant represented the germ line, while the nonreproducing members of
the colony (i.e.,the rest of the colony) represented somatic cells. What is more,
he continued, the colony experiences both ontogenetic and pbylogenetic
growth, just like other organisms. Finally, he noted that the defensive caste,
the soldier ants, helped maintain the colony's "individuality" (Wheeler 1911).'
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Although Wheeler was an entomologist by trade, he was interested in more
than just ants. In fact, he insisted that the same social impulse that stirred
ants to cooperate with one another suffused all living things at every level
of the biological hierarchy. "Every organism manifests a strong predilection
for seeking out other organisms and either assimilating them or cooperating with them to form a more comprehensive and efficient individual," he
wrote, adding that "one of the fundamental tendencies of life is sociogenic."
Furthermore, he insisted, the same cooperative impulse that rendered insect
colonies true organisms had also produced other true organisms, including
cells, metazoa, and multispecies communities, which he called "biocoenoses."
Alas, while his vision was certainly compelling, he provided no mechanism to
explain the origin of sociality, a fact that he himself recognized. "We are still
confronted with the formidable question as to what regulates the anticipatory
cooperation, or synergy of the colonial personnel and determines its unitary
and individualized course," he acknowledged (Wheeler 1911, 139-142).
Wheeler thought that he had finally solved the riddle in 1918 when he
observed a peculiar phenomenon taking place among the ants he was studying. He noticed that ants shared foodstuffs and liquids with one another
in reciprocal fashion, and he concluded that this process, which he dubbed
"trophailaxis," explained the "source of the social habit" in ants and other
insects (Wheeler 1918). There are at least two reasons why he felt so certain.
First, he was eager to distinguish himself from people like Henri Bergson and
Hans Driesch, both of whom were chastised for resorting to vitalism (Driesch
1908; Bergson 1911).Trophallaxis provided Wheeler with a strictly materialist
explanation for the origin of cooperation that made no reference to vitalism.
Second, he was struck by the idea that the circulation of liquids and other
foodstuffs throughout the colony was perfectly analogous to the circulation of
blood throughout metazoan organisms (Wheeler 1923,260). That being said,
there were several factors working against his hypothesis. For example, bees
are social insects, yet they do not practice trophailaxis. Wheeler explained this
away by saying that bees might have abandoned the practice after achieving
eusociality, but it was a rather weak explanation. Furthermore, his insistence
on a strictly materialist explanation actually undermined his claim that multispecies communities, which shared no physical bonds, also represented true
"organisms."
Wheeler continued to insist that ant colonies were true organisms throughout the 1920s. What is more, he placed this revelation within a much larger
framework, one that purportedly explained ail life on Earth. In short, he felt
that biologists had placed far too much emphasis on competition and that
cooperation had played an equaily important role in the evolutionary process.
Previous generations had been preoccupied with struggle, he explained, but "to
us it is clear that an equaily pervasive and fundamental innate peculiarity of
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organisms is their tendency to cooperation, or 'mutual aid" (Wheeler 1923, 3).
Elsewhere, he repeated the claim that there was something "fundamentally social in living things," (Wheeler 1926, 437-438), and he insisted that
this sociogenic impulse suffused all living things (Wheeler 1926,437-438).
Throughout the tree of life, he wrote, this cohesive tendency has resulted
in individuals integrating with one another to produce new individuals at
a higher level, and those new individuals have, in turn, continued to integrate with still more individuals at still higher levels. All life on Earth therefore comprised innumerable individuals emerging and integrating at several
different nested levels. Wheeler labeled this grand process "emergent evolution," a pbrase he borrowed from English evolutionary psychologist C. Lloyd
Morgan (1923). According to Wheeler, "emergence ... signifies neither the
manifestation or unveiling of something hidden and already existing ... nor
some miraculous change ... but a novelty of behavior arising from the specific
interaction or organization of a number of elements ... which thereby constitute a whole, as distinguished from their mere sum" (Wheeler 1928, 14). Like
trophallaxis, the theory of emergent evolution thus provided Wheeler with a
strictly materialist explanation that had no use for vitalism.
Wheeler's thoughts on the significance of kinship are surprisingly difficult
to pin down. Like contemporary supporters of kin selection, he promoted
trophallaxis on explicitly individualistic grounds. "A decidedly egoistic appetite, and not a purely altruistic maternal anxiety for the welfare of the young,
constitutes the potent 'drive' that initiates and sustains the intimate relations
of the adult ants to the larvae," he once remarked (Wheeler 1923, 172). In
similar fashion, he once wrote that only members of the same species were
capable of "true societies" (Wheeler 1927,31). This statement suggests that he
believed genetic proximity played some role in sociality. Wheeler sometimes
contradicted himself, though. For example, he labeled the multispecies ecological community a "true organism" throughout his entire career (Wheeler
1911). What is more, he regarded the social bonds between members of the
same species as indistinguishable from those between members of dissimilar
species and suggested that the term "symbiosis" applies equally well to both
homogenous and heterogeneous partnerships (Wheeler 1923, 195). Moreover,
he noted that it was not uncommon for "alien organisms" of different species to fall into the insect colony's social vortex. In Wheeler's estimation, this
"tendency to consociation with strange organisms" made the mixed colony a
"super-superorganism"
(Wheeler 1926, 437). It is difficult to reconcile these
statements with kin selection, which credits familial bonds with providing the
initial impetus for sociality.
Wheeler was not the only person at Harvard with an interest in the evolution of ethics, and he was not the only one to promote organicist philosophies. On the contrary, many of his Harvard colleagues from across the
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academic spectrum proffered very similar ideas. In 1924, Wheeler's friend
and colleague, zoologist George Howard Parker, published an essay in the
Philosophical Review describing a biological principle he termed "organicism." As he explained it, an individual's constituent parts were always less
important than the manner in which those parts interact. "The processes of
nature are dependent upon the way in which natural elements are assembled and interrelated," he wrote (Parker 1924a, 601). Integration was essential. It is wortb noting that when Parker published a similar essay in Science
later that same year, he provided an addendum acknowledging that he had
recently happened across Lloyd Morgan's phrase, emergent evolution, and
that he viewed the concept as nearly identical to organicism (Parker 1924b).
Others articulated similar theories. Walter Bradford Cannon, a physician in the
Harvard medical school, developed the concept of "homeostasis" during this
time, publishing his ideas in The Wisdom oj the Body. Not unlike Spencer's
concept of "dynamic equilibria," Cannon's concept of homeostasis rested
on efficient integration (Cannon 1932; Cross and Alhury 1987). Meanwhile,
English mathematician Alfred North Whitehead, who arrived at Harvard in
1924, developed a sweeping vision of the universe that emphasized dynamism, development, and process, and he referred to this elaborate metaphysical system as a "philosophy of the organism" (Whitehead 1925; Peterson
2011). In similar fashion, physiologist Lawrence J. Henderson reached explicitly "organismic" conclusions when he studied the "fitness of the environment." As Henderson once explained, the organism is "an autonomous unit
in which every part is functionally related to every other and exists as the
servant of the whole" (Henderson 1917, 21).
Harvard's scientists and scholars were on the cutting edge when it came to
studying the relationship between evolution and ethics, but many different
researchers in many different places scattered across the United States asked
similar questions and drew similar conclusions. At the University of Chicago,
ecologist Warder Clyde Allee puhlished several books on the spatial optimization of social and ecological relations and its implications for the origin
of sociality. "The first step toward social life in lower animals is the appearance of tolerance for other animals in a limited space," he wrote (Allee 1927,
387). Once organisms were in the presence of other organisms, however, ecological interactions were more or less inevitable. Elsewhere, he was even more
explicit, insisting that "there is a general principle of automatic cooperation
which is one of the fundamental biological principles" and that "the tendency
toward a struggle for existence is balanced and opposed by the strong influence of the cooperative urge" (Allee 1938, 50, 210). Several of Allee's colleagues at Chicago shared his views, but none of them was more enthusiastic
than termite expert Alfred Emerson, who trumpeted the organicist perspective
with aplomb (Henson 2008). Emerson's research on termites had convinced
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him that integrated individuals could form still larger individuals and that
"these ascending hierarchies of integrated units with their special characteristics form the basis of the concept of emergent evolution." He was obviously
not the only one who endorsed emergent evolution. but his understanding of
the theory differed from others in one subtle but important way. He glimpsed
that natural selection could demarcate biological individuals at various levels,
boldly insisting that "natural selection acts upon the integrated organism,
superorganism or population" (Emerson 1939, 196).
While organicism proved most popular in the entomological sciences, other
fields of study showcased similar trends. At the University of Wyoming, for
example, plant ecologist Frederic E. Clements wrote that the tightly governed
ecological relationships among different species of plants (and, indeed, animals) were strikingly similar to the physiological bonds that demarcated individual organisms (Clements 1905; Clements 1916). Like so many others, he
emphasized the importance of coordination, writing that "the organization
of the family group from the lowest to the highest organisms suggests the
extent to which cooperation can be made to overrule competition" (Clements
1949,36). Not too far away, University of Colorado physician Ivan Emmanuel
Wallin hypothesized that the mitochondria found in all nucleated cells were
once free-living organisms that had long since integrated with their eukaryotic hosts (Sapp 1994). Noting that all organisms contained mitochondria
within their cells, he wrote that "micro-symbiosis appears to be a universal
biological phenomenon" (Wallin 1927). Meanwhile, American philosophers
Edward G. Spaulding and Roy W. Sellars both endorsed explicitly organicist
interpretations of the evolutionary process (Spaulding 1918; Sellars 1922).
Finally, citing research on the psychological lives of unicellular organisms,
the appropriately named biologist Herbert Spencer Jennings, who trained
at Harvard, famously declared that the theory of emergent evolution was
the "declaration of independence" for the biological sciences and "a hopeful
uplifter" for all humanity (Jennings 1906; 1927,22, 19; Russell 2015).
Meanwhile, scientists and scholars beyond Harvard and beyond the United
States were also interested in the evolution of ethical behavior during the
interwar period. In fact, many different people all around the world promoted
very similar theories. I have already mentioned Lloyd Morgan (1923), but
there were others in Great Britain who articulated much the same (Haldane
1932). For example, Haldane's countryman, zoologist Julian Huxley (grandson of the aforementioned Thomas Henry Huxley) likewise promoted emergent
evolution, insisting that cooperation was evolutionarily significant. Huxley's
interest in the subject derived from his experience studying sponges. These
organisms were phylogenetic ally far removed from social insects, yet Huxley
observed strikingly similar phenomena. Repeating Henry Van Peters Wilson's
famous reaggregation experiment (Wilson 1907), he concluded that sponges
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are descended from "cells which existed as free-living and independent
individuals." Over the course of countless generations, these cells ceded more
and more of their individuality to the colony, thereby enabling multicellularity. "Each [cell] preserves a considerable measure of independence," Huxley
observed, "and is yet subordinated to the good of the whole. This resulted
in the metazoan type of structure, where the individual is built up out of a
number of cells instead of one." Significantly, Huxley recognized the exact
same process at other levels of the biological hierarchy. "So it comes to pass,"
he wrote, "that the continuous change which is passing through the organic
world appears as a succession of phases of equilibrium, each one on a higher
average plane of independence than the one before, and each inevitably calling up and giving place to one still higher" (Huxley 1912, 92,116). Emergence
was not part of the scientific lexicon when he conducted his sponge experiments, but he was among the first to promote the idea during the interwar
period (Huxley [1923] 1970). "Intelligence seems to have played as important
a part in evolution as brute force, and cooperation has contributed as much
as competition," he wrote (Huxley 1942,87; Phillips 2007; Smocovitis 2008).
Suggestively, scientific interest in the evolutionary
origins of cooperation was most pronounced in all those places recently scarred by war. Anne
Harrington and Cheryl Logan have each described the surprising popularity of
organicist theories in Germany and Austria, respectively, but organicism was
equally popular in the Allied nations during the interwar period (Harrington
1996). In 1919, for example, the hot topic in French universities was not the
forthcoming Paris Peace Conference that would broker an end to five years
of bloodshed, but rather the recent publication of Paul Portier's scandalous
biological treatise on microscopic organisms, res Symbiotes (Portier 1918).
Portier dared suggest that nucleated cells owed their origin to subcellular
organisms that had integrated within one another in the ancient past, though
the idea proved highly controversial. In 1924, Russian botanist Konstantin
Kozo-Polyansky offered similar hypotheses, suggesting that the chloroplasts
in plant cells were once free-living organisms. Accordingly, the cell was
not an individual, but rather a consortium. "As we study bacterial consortia, we witness the evolution of the cell," he wrote. In similar fashion, he
insisted that each multicellular organism was in actuality a "federation of
organisms" (Kozo-Polyansky 1924 [20IOJ, 19, 110). Finally, but perhaps most
significantly, the onetime prime minister of South Africa, General Jan
C. Smuts, wrote that an innate tendency toward integration suffused the evolutionary process, and he even coined a new word, "holism," to describe this
tendency. "Holism ... underlies the synthetic tendency in the universe, and is
the principle which makes for the origin and progress of wholes in the universe," he wrote. Organisms were not merely individuals, he added, but also
well-integrated wholes. "An organism is fundamentally
a society in which
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innumerable members cooperate in mutual help in a spirit of the most effective disinterested service and loyalty to each other," he wrote. This was as true
of unicellular organisms as multicellular ones. "In the cell there is implicit an
ideal of harmonious cooperation, of unselfish mutual service, of loyalty of
each to all" (Smuts 1926, ix, 85).
Alas, just when it seemed that this transcontinental,
transdisciplinary
philosophy might finally reveal some hidden truth about the evolutionary
significance of cooperation, the entire world descended back into the hellish depths of war. World War II changed just about everything everywhere.
Allied mastery of the atom secured victory over the Axis forces, and wholesale
faith in reductionism permeated post-WWII biology no less than post-WWlI
physics. Scientists and scholars showed little patience for organicist philosophies that previous generations had eagerly endorsed. "Although the term
superorganism has a venerable pedigree," Peter Corning writes, "it became a
pariah among biologists during the middle years of the twentieth century and
was widely criticized as an inappropriate, even mystical metaphor" (Corning
2005, 187). Consequently, emergent evolution was deemed too vitalistic for
the new world order (even though its practitioners explicitly disavowed vitalism), and so the theory was grouped with other discredited ideas and ejected
from mainstream evolutionary biology. Other events yielded similar results.
For example, the evolutionary synthesis that congealed between 1936 and
1947 artfully united Darwinian evolution with Mendelian genetics and foretold a far more reductionist age in the biological sciences (Mayr and Provine
1980; Smocovitis 1992). It is perhaps worth mentioning that the person who
labeled this period of evolutionary biology the "modern synthesis," Julian
Huxley, never fully surrendered his organicist inclinations. As late as 1947,
by which time most of his colleagues had long since rejected anything that
reeked of organicism, Huxley reaffirmed his belief that the evolutionary process was emergent in nature. "Now and again there is a sudden rapid passage
to a totally new and more comprehensive type of order or organization, with
quite new emergent properties, and involving quite new methods of further
evolution," he wrote (Huxley and Huxley 1947, 120).
By mid-century, however, Huxley and his organicist ilk were in the minority. Science had entered an exceedingly reductionist period, a turn that was
especially conspicuous at Harvard, which had once served as the epicenter
of holistic theorizing in the biological sciences. The first Significant change
occurred in 1956, when the Department of Biology added American molecular
biologist James Watson to its faculty. Alongside English molecular biologist
Francis Crick, Watson had recently discerned the structure of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), and the dramatic discovery accelerated the bioiogical
sciences' wholesale shift toward reductionism (Watson and Crick 1953). In
short order, molecular biology began to monopolize most of the department's
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funding and institutional appointments. Leading the charge was Watson, who
was convinced "that biology must be transformed into a science directed at
molecules and cells and rewritten in the language of physics and chemistry"
(Wilson 1994,219).
Meanwhile, the very same year that Harvard hired Watson, the Department of
Biology also hired American entomologist Edward O. Wilson at the same rank
and position. Wilson viewed biology from a radically different perspective. He
had lirst taken an interest in social insects in 1945, when he purchased a copy
of Wheeler's Ants, which included the author's famous colony-as-organism
theory (Wilson 1994, 94). When Wilson enrolled at Harvard to pursue his doctorate in biology, he chose as his advisor paleoentornologist Frank Carpenter,
whose own advisor was none other than William Morton Wheeler. For this
reason, philosopher Michael Ruse has referred to Wheeler as Wilson's "intellectual grandfather" (Ruse 2011). Indeed, it is difficult to overstate the effect
that Wheeler's research had on the aspiring naturalist. "Although Wheeler
died in 1937, when I was still a little boy, I have studied his research so closely
and heard so much about his life since that I feel as though I also personally knew him;' Wilson recently remarked (Wilson 2012, 139). Indeed, Wilson
wasted little time endorsing the "superorganism" metaphor in his research.
In one essay on the evolution of polymorphism, he observed that "the ant
colony behaves as a superorganism, the basic unit upon which natural selection operates" (Wilson 1953, 153-154). His organicist tendencies did not go
unnoticed. When Julian Huxley visited Harvard in 1954, he asked to visit
Wilson, who was still just a graduate student at the time (Wilson 1994, 313).
Aside from Huxley, however, the professional response to Wilson's proclamation was generally tepid.
At the same time that Wilson was in the market for reductionist explanations, another grad student, Britisb biologist William Hamilton, provided the
answer. In 1964, Hamilton introduced his theory of "inclusive fitness," which
claimed that an organism could improve its chances of genetic success by
cooperating with close family members. As evidence he cited ants, whose haplodiploid method of reproduction meant that colony members shared approximately three-quarters
of their genes with their siblings (Hamilton 1964a,
1964b). Though Wilson initially dismissed the theory as flawed, he quickly
fell under its enchantment (Wilson 1994,320). He came to the conclusion that
inclusive fitness (later relabeled "kin selection") explained insect eusociality
with satisfying precision. Ants do not assist one another for any selfless reason, he concluded. Instead, they help the colony because doing so increases the
likelihood that some of their genes will survive. In other words, altruism is a
gene-centered strategy, and kinship is an essential prerequisite of cooperation.
When Wilson published his lirst major monograph, The Insect Societies, he
insisted that kinship was "of the greatest importance" (Wilson 1971,6).
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In the last chapter of The Insect Societies, Wilson hinted that comparing the
evolution of social insects to the evolution of other social organisms might
prove useful. Four years later, in 1975, he published Sociobiology, a massive
book that summarized decades of research on the evolution of social hehavior among a variety of radically different life forms, from microbes to mammals, including, significantly, humans. He promoted an explicitly gene-centric
model. "The organism does not live for itself," he wrote, "the organism is only
DNA's way of making more DNA." Significantly, he credited kinship with providing the initial impetus for sociality. "How can altruism, which by definition
reduces personal fitness, possibly evolve by natural selection?" he asked. "The
answer is kinship; if the genes causing the altruism are shared by two organisms because of common descent, and if the altruistic act by one organism
increases the joint contribution of these genes to the next generation, the propensity to altruism will spread throughout the gene pool" (Wilson 1975,3).
Wilson's decision to include humans in Sociobiology all but guaranteed
that the book would generate interest. Sure enough, the sociobiology controversy that erupted in the 1970s was among the most famous academic battles
of the twentieth century. Critics complained that Wilson assigned far too
much credit to genes, and they accused him of politicizing his science to
defend the status quo. In a now famous letter to the New York Review of
Books, an influential group of scholars wrote that Wilson's work on sociobiology merely sought to exonerate the powers that be from accepting responsibility for social problems. They implied that his science was designed to
protect "existing privileges for certain groups according to class, race or sex"
(Allen et al. 1975,43-44). Fanning the controversy, Wilson's most passionate
critics were located within his own department at Harvard. Perhaps no one
was more vocal in his opposition than Wilson's former collaborator, biologist
Richard Lewontin, who accused Wilson of deep "ethnocentric bias." What is
more, he dismissed sociobiology as a "caricature of Darwinism" (Lewontin
1976). In response, Wilson was forced to defend his honor, reiterating his published belief that the environment influences human culture more than genes
(Wilson 1976). Despite the controversy, biologists largely accepted Wilson's
central assertion, that social dynamics (human or otherwise) were best understood within an evolutionary context, and most even accepted his proposed
mechanism, kin selection [Segerstale 2000; Jumonville 2002; Alcock 2003;

Losco 2011).
Around the same time that Wilson was highlighting the importance of
kin selection, the man who first introduced Wilson to the theory, William
D. Hamilton, was having second thoughts. His doubts had actually begun
in 1968, when an American geneticist named George R. Price contacted
him out of the blue to ask him several questions about the purported origin of cooperation. By the time the two men finally spoke on the telephone
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a year later, Price explained that he had reworked Hamilton's equations to
show that genetic relatedness was not an essential prerequisite of sociality (Harman 2010, 223). Applying covariance mathematics to evolutionary
dynamics demonstrates that altruism can evolve anytime that between-group
selection overrides within-group selection. This insight refrarned the entire
evolutionary process as a nested hierarchy, each level governed by natural
selection. During that initial phone conversation in 1969, Price confessed
that his derivation was something of a "miracle" and that he was especially
excited about the equation's implications for group selection (Harman 2010,
221). Hamilton initially received this claim with skepticism, but within a few
months he acknowledged conversion. "I am enchanted with your formula,"
Hamilton wrote to Price. "I really have a clearer picture of the selection process as a result. In its general form I can see how we might use your formula
to investigate 'group selection" (quoted in Harman 2010, 227).
Hamilton expounded on the Price equation and its implications for group
selection in a very interesting chapter of an edited volume titled Biosocial
Anthropology. He remarked that he had always resented how Maynard Smith's
label, kin selection, had become synonymous with his own label, inclusive fitness. Hamilton insisted that his theory was broader than mere kinship. Citing
Price's work on the nature of evolutionary dynamics, he showed that unrelated groups could also conceivably achieve sociality. "It obviously makes no
difference if altruists settle together because they are related (perhaps never
having parted from them) or because they recognize fellow altruists as such,"
he wrote (Hamilton 1975, 141). So long as all of the relevant actors possess the requisite genes for socialization, he reasoned, it would not really
matter whether or not those genes were obtained via recent shared ancestry.
Hamilton insisted that this revelation did not obliterate his notion of inclusive
fitness, but rather broadened it, emboldened it, and, most importantly, distinguished it from kin selection.
Wilson estimates that he first began to question the legitimacy of kin selection in the early 1990s. It had always bothered him that kin selection failed
to explain eusociality among termites, who reproduced via diplodiploidy,
and the discovery of other eusocial species that reproduce via diplodiploidy
weakened his faith further still. It was also around this time that he became
enchanted by Lynn Margulis's theory of endosymbiosis, which states that the
first nucleated cells owed their origin to an ancient symbiosis between prokaryotic partners. Wilson understood that if Margulis's theory were true, it
would mean that dissimilar, unrelated individuals can sometimes cohere in
evolutionarily stable relationships (Wilson 1992,245). By 2005, he had begun
to openly question kin selection's explanatory power. "It is theoretically possible, and may well occur in nature, that colonies evolve by selective favoring
of genes that prescribe group formation with altruistic workers in a manner
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that has little or nothing to do with kinship." he wrote (Wilson 2005.163). By
2008, he had grown more confident, coauthoring multiple papers with fellow
biologist David Sloan Wilson (no relation) and throwing his full support and
celebrity behind a new explanation, "multilevel selection theory" (Wilson and
Wilson 2007, 2008).
While these papers generated murmurs among biologists, the controversy
did not fully erupt until the summer of 2010, when Wilson and fellow Harvard
biologists Martin Nowak and Corina Tarnita published an article in Nature
that rejected kin selection in dramatic fashion. "Relatedness does not drive the
evolution of eusociality," they baldly asserted. Citing more than forty pages
of mathematical equations as evidence, the trio hypothesized that "lnlatural
selection targets the emergent traits created hy the interactions of colony
members" (Nowak et al. 2010, 1059-1061). In response, more than 100 biologists have signed letters reaffirming the importance of kin selection, effectively rejecting Wilson's rejection (Abbot et al. 2011). Significantly, though
perhaps not surprisingly, several of the signatories worked at Harvard. When
Wilson expanded his views in The Social Conquest of Earth, Oxford biologist Richard Dawkins wrote a disparaging review entitled "The Descent of
Edward Wilson" (Dawkins 2012; Wilson 2012).ln response, Wilson has started
referring to Dawkins as a "science journalist" both in public and in print
(Wilson 2014). The controversy has long since spilled out of academia and
into the public sphere, where it has been described as a "scientific gang fight"
(Jensen 2010).
Multilevel selection resembles emergent evolution in at least one important way. Both theories examine the evolution of organisms at different
levels of the biological hierarchy, though it shouid be noted that Wheeler
expressed ambivalent feelings about using the word "levels" to describe different grades of emergence. "These sections have been called levels," he wrote.
"The word is not very apt since it conveys a spatial and static metaphor,
whereas ernergents must be regarded as intensively manifold spacioternporal
events" (Wheeler 1928, 22). Structural similarities notwithstanding, multilevel
selection differs from the organicist theories that preceded it in important
ways. Spencer believed that the evolutionary process was hierarchical in
nature, and he therefore intuited the most basic aspect of multilevel selection theory. Nevertheless, his insistence that organisms inherit their ancestors' acquired characters meant that he never fully grasped natural selection's
pervasive agency. Wheeler likewise intuited evolution's hierarchical process, and his grasp of ecological physiology was second to none. Even so,
he always regarded natural selection as a purely destructive force, one that
could cull, but not create, variation. He credited trophallaxis with initiating
sociality among ants, a decision that helped distance him from neovitalists,
but he never provided a convincing mechanism to explain the social impetus
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in other organisms at other levels. Thanks to Hamilton's theory of inclusive
fitness, Wilson long assumed that kinship was the answer and that genetic
relatedness explained the origin of sociality. According to this view, natural
selection targets the gene exclusively, and apparent selection at other levels
is merely illusory. While many remain intransigent, Wilson is now convinced
that natural selection, not kin selection, provides the initial impetus for sociality and that this is true at every level of the biological hierarchy.
It is perhaps ironic that the scientific debate over the evolutionary origins
of ethical behavior remains in a state of near-constant turmoil, but it should
no longer come as a surprise. Ever since Darwin first articulated natural selection more than 150 years ago, biologists and philosophers have struggled to
explain the precise mechanisms that facilitate cooperation among disparate
parts, and, as a result, the field of sociobiology has remained in a state of
near-constant controversy. Many biologists agree with Wilson that multilevel
selection provides the most likely explanation for the origin of eusociality,
though at least as many continue to endorse kin selection. It remains to be
seen whether multilevel selection can actually explain the evolution of ethical behavior and, thus, whether it can succeed where so many theories have
failed. For the time being, the field remains, as ever, in turmoil.

Notes
My use of the world "group" here is deliberate, though many scientists and
scholars would no doubt prefer that I use the word "family." There is sharp
disagreement

over whether or not Darwin considered

kinship a prerequisite for

sociality. For examples, see Dugatkin 1997; Borrello 2005; Eldakar and Wilson
2011; Gardner 2011.
2 Appropriately, Wheeler's essay appeared in a speciai issue of the joumal dedicated to Wheeler's longtime mentor Charles Otis Whitman, who had once
inverted Spencer's famous metaphor about societies being organisms, asking if
organisms should also be considered societies (Whitman 1891, 1894; Wheeler
1911).

